
Hello boys, 

Well done to all the boys who took part in the quiz on Friday. Remember to keep up with the news this week 

as we will be having another quiz this Friday. It’s been great for us to see many of you sending in work on 

teams. If you are still having issues with logging onto teams please email distancelearning@togherboys.com 

If you wish to speak to Mr Murphy or Mr Murphy you can contact us on teams or email either of us at 

wmuphy@togherboys.com and omurray@togherboys.com Here is your work for the week, remember to 

follow the colour coded system and submit your daily assignment on teams. 

Monday           Yellow 

Tuesday          Green 

Wednesday     Blue 

Thursday         Red 

Friday              Black 

Maths:  

Tuesday Maths Week 5Download 

Wednesday Maths Week 5Download 

Thursday Maths Week 5Download 

Friday Maths Week 5Download 

English:  

Unit 28 Go bananas!  Read this story and complete an exercise each day. Try and read aloud a section each 

day for your parents. 

COTS Week 5Download 

Read at home: Continue to complete a page each day and attempt to do the questions without the book. This 

really helps to develop our memory and benefits our learning. 

Write at home: Complete one of the exercises each day into your copy. They are colour coded and the 

pictures are here for you.  

My Write at Home Week 5Download 

Spellbound: Unit 29  this week. Learn one block per day and ask a parent to test you on Friday. Complete 

the exercises as colour coded each day. 

Spellbound Week 5Download 

Reading: try to read for at least 20 minutes each day. 

Juicy words: use the 8 highlighted words in the reading zone this week for your juicy words. There are eight 

in total. Write two of them into sentences each day. You can write these into your assignment document on 

teams. 

Diary: continue to write into your diary each day. Remember entries can be about whatever you like, maybe 

the latest developments with the virus or what you’ve been up to for the day. 
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Gaeilge: 

This week’s story is ‘Ag surfáil’(surfing) from Am don Léamh.. Read the story aloud each day and complete 

the exercises. Use your dictionary for any tricky words. Here is some of the vocabulary you will need. 

Am don Leamh Seachtain 5Download 

trá=beach 

Clár toinne= surf board 

An fhairrage= the ocean 

Culaith fliuch=wet suit 

Bí cúramach= Be careful 

grianghraf= photo 

Ag déanamh gaisce= showing off 

Bhuail an tonn= the wave hit 

Rinne mé dearmad= I forgot 

Céard= what? 

Cén=which? 

Cé=who? 

Cár= where? 

Ar thóg Róisín= Did Roisin take? 

Your spellings are from aonad 28. Learn four each day and write them into sentences. Ask a parent to test 

you on Friday. Take two each day and put them into your own sentences. You can write these into your 

assignment document on teams. 

Litriu Seachtain 5Download 

Duolingo: Spend 5 minutes a day on this as it really helps to keep you in touch with your gaeilge 

vocabulary.Some of you may like to spend more time on this and if so that’s great. 

TG4: An aimsir láithreach is on everyday at 17:32 for 3 minutes. Try to watch this each day as it’s a great 

way to keep in touch with language. 

Geography 

Chapter 18 in your geography quest this week. It’s all about OS maps and how we can use them to find out 

information about an area. It;s important to understand what scale means when we are talking about OS 

maps. Map scale refers to the relationship (or ratio) between distance on a map and the corresponding 

distance on the ground. In the map in our book the scale is 2cm: 1km. This means that every 2 centimeters 

on the map represents 1km in the real world. Complete the colour code activities each day. 
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Geography Quest Week 5Download 

Science:  

Here is another simple experiment you can try to do at home. Follow the instructions in the picture. Here is 

an explanation of what is happening.The vortex in this experiment is created when gravity pulls a liquid 

through an opening to form a rotating tornado. Swirling the water in a bottle while pouring it out causes the 

formation of a vortex, making it easier for air to come into the bottle and allows the water to pour out faster. 

Science Week 5Download 

P.E 

Here is a link for ten at ten which we used to do in class. Try doing it as gaeilge as it would be a great way to 

get some extra Irish in. 

Some of you have been following Joe Wicks on youtube at 9 o’clock each day and this is a great start to the 

day. 

Keep doing exercises like jumping jacks, press ups, sit ups and trying to break your record for the length of 

time you can plank Let us know your records for pushups planking and wall squats on teams. 

Teams: 

Make sure to log on regularly to keep up to date with school work. We will be available during the week and 

look forward to chatting with you on it and seeing more of your great work! Keep positive and we will 

hopefully see you all soon! 
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